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Abstract—In this paper, critical path of multiple constant mul-
tiplication (MCM) block is analyzed precisely and optimized for
high-speed and low-complexity implementation. A delay model
based on signal propagation path is proposed for more precise
estimation of critical path delay of MCM blocks than the conven-
tional adder depth and the number of cascaded full adders. A dual
objective configuration optimization (DOCO) algorithm is devel-
oped to optimize the shift-add network configuration to derive
high-speed and low-complexity implementation of the MCM block
for a given fundamental set along with a corresponding additional
fundamental set. A genetic algorithm (GA)-based technique is
further proposed to search for optimum additional fundamentals.
In the evolution process of GA, the DOCO is applied to each
searched additional fundamental set to optimize the configuration
of the corresponding shift-add network. Experimental results
show that the proposed GA-based technique reduces the critical
path delay, area, power consumption, area delay product and
power delay product by 32.8%, 4.2%, 5.8%, 38.3%, and 41.0%,
respectively, over other existing optimization methods.
Index Terms—Critical path, genetic algorithm, high-speed, mul-

tiple constant multiplication (MCM).

I. INTRODUCTION

T YPICAL DSP algorithms involve large number of multi-
plications, and multipliers consume significant amount of

area and computation time. It is therefore important to reduce
the area and time complexity of implementations of multipliers.
In some applications such as linear transformations and trans-
posed form finite impulse response (FIR) filters as illustrated in
Fig. 1, the same variable is multiplied by a set of constant coeffi-
cients, which are known a priori. Such structures are referred to
as multiple constant multiplications (MCM) [1]. Efficient im-
plementation of MCM is important for high-speed, low-com-
plexity and low-power DSP systems. Typically the multiplica-
tions in anMCM block are realized by a network of adders (sub-
tractors) and hardwired shifts with sharing of partial products
across all the multiplications. The MCM problem is extensively
studied and many different algorithms have been proposed by
researchers to optimize the area consumption and computation
time of the MCM block [1]–[13]. All these approaches can be
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Fig. 1. Transposed structure of a FIR filter with 5 coefficients.

put into two broad categories: i) the common subexpression
elimination (CSE) technique proposed by Hartley [14], and ii)
the graph-dependence (GD) algorithms of Bull and Horrocks
[15].
The CSE technique primarily searches for the most fre-

quently occurred common subexpressions which could be
maximally shared across the multipliers in the MCM block.
Potkonjak et al. and Hartley are pioneers to explore the re-
dundancy in MCM blocks using CSE technique. Potkonjak et
al. [16] represented coefficients in signed digit (SD) form and
used a recursive bipartite matching algorithm to identify the
maximally-shared common subexpressions. In [17], Hartley
expressed the coefficients in canonical signed digit (CSD) form
and arranged them in a two-dimensional array to search for
identical bit patterns in horizontal (intra-coefficient), vertical
and oblique (inter-coefficient) directions. Thereafter, more CSE
algorithms [2]–[8] with different common subexpression iden-
tification strategies are proposed to reduce the logical operators
(LOs) and logic depth (LD). However, the disadvantage of CSE
algorithms is that the performance of these algorithms depends
on the number representation.
GD algorithms [1], [9]–[13], on the other hand, make no

assumptions on the number representation, such that they offer
more degrees of freedom to the optimization of the MCM
problem. The idea of representing multiplier blocks with
directed acyclic graphs (DAGs) was introduced in [15]. As
illustrated in Fig. 2, vertices (or nodes) in the graph correspond
to additions. Values assigned to vertices representing the results
of additions are referred to as fundamentals. Edges in the
graph correspond to shift operations, i.e., multiplications by a
power-of-two term. Minimized adder graph (MAG) for single
constant multiplications are generated by an exhaustive search
of all possible graph topologies [10] and further used in the
heuristic part of -dimensional reduced adder graph (RAG- )
algorithm [12]. However, due to the high computation com-
plexity of exhaustive search, the MAG lookup table (LUT)
used in RAG- contains constants only up to 12-bit. Thereafter,
several heuristic algorithms [1], [13] with different additional
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Fig. 2. Directed acyclic graph of constants multipliers of 23 and 49.

Fig. 3. Design path of MCM optimization at bit-level.

fundamental selection strategies have been proposed to over-
come the limitation of the MAG LUT. The GD algorithms share
the same optimal part and use different criteria to determine
additional fundamentals. While the earlier GD algorithms [1],
[9]–[13] focus on reducing the number of additional fundamen-
tals (i.e., word-level adders), in some recent works [18]–[20],
the bit-level information of word-level adders has been taken
into consideration to minimize the number of full adders. To
optimize the bit-level complexity, Kenny et al. [21] suggest
a two-step design path as shown in Fig. 3. Besides finding
the additional fundamentals as those word-level techniques,
the interconnection of DAG, referred to as shift-add network
configuration (second step in Fig. 3), is further optimized to
minimize the FA cost.
Though bit-level information has been considered to estimate

the area complexity of MCM blocks [18]–[20], the critical path
delay (CPD) and time complexity are still measured imprecisely
using adder-depth [3], [22]. This conventional metric is not sig-
nificantly precise and sometimes is misleading. This is due to
the fact that the delay of a word-level adder is closely related to
its width, and the critical path of a shift-add network does not
increase linearly with number of operands. For example, if it
takes ns to compute , then the time needed to compute

is , instead of . Here, could be the delay just
one or a few full adders, which depends on the adder structure.
Based on such a concept, a recent research [23] has shown that
the bit-level critical path optimization may achieve high-speed
design without significant compromise of clock period of LMS
adaptive filters. Shift-inclusive computation reordering, which
minimizes the width of adders and reduces the CPD of FIR fil-
ters, is suggested in [24]. We find that by bit-level analysis of
critical path based on signal propagation across the shift-add
network, the CPD of the MCM block can be significantly re-
duced [25].
In this paper, we propose a delay model based on signal

propagation path for fine-grained analysis of critical path of
MCM blocks. Based on this model, a dual objective con-
figuration optimization (DOCO) algorithm is developed to
optimize the shift-add network configuration (the second step
in Fig. 3) for reducing CPD as well as hardware complexity
when additional fundamentals are already available. A genetic
algorithm (GA)-based technique is further proposed to search
for optimum additional fundamentals. Overall, in the evolu-
tion process of GA, the DOCO is applied to each searched
additional fundamental set to optimize the configuration of the
corresponding shift-add network.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section II

presents a brief review of background concepts and termi-
nology used in the study of the MCM problem. In Section III,

we discuss the proposed signal propagation path based delay
model and the optimization of the shift-add network config-
uration using the proposed DOCO algorithm. In Section IV,
the GA-based technique to search for optimum additional
fundamentals is discussed. Experimental results are presented
in Section V and conclusions are drawn in Section VI.

II. BACKGROUND CONCEPTS AND TERMINOLOGY

In this section, the bit-level complexity model for the MCM
problem based on -operation [1] is discussed and the shift-add
network configuration optimization technique for reducing
hardware complexity is introduced. Prior to that, the definition
of -operation is reviewed for the convenience of readers.

A. -Operation
The notation of -operation was first introduced in [1] for

a parameterized representation of adds, subtracts and shifts for
MCM implementation. The formal definition of -operation is
as follows: let be integers and let . An
-operation is defined as

(1)

where and are two previously realized fundamentals.
is the parameter set, where are, respectively,

the bit positions through which and are shifted to left,
is the bit positions through which and both are shifted to
right, and indicates if the shifted fundamentals are added or
subtracted. The result of an -operation is a fundamental from
the given fundamental set to be realized or an additional funda-
mental that helps to realize the given fundamentals. We define

as the configuration set of an -operation.
Since MCM algorithms deal only with multiplications by

positive odd integers, certain constraints can be applied to the
-operation. In the MCM problem, there are only two kinds of

possible -operations: i) one of the input fundamentals, say ,
is left shifted by one or more bit positions, while the value of
the other input fundamental does not change (otherwise the
result is not odd). ii) both input fundamentals and are right
shifted with the same amount of bit positions. This constraint
can be expressed as:

(only is left shifted), or
(both and are right shifted) (2)

B. Bit-Level Complexity Model
Based on the -operation, a complexity model is recently

proposed for ripple-carry adders (RCAs) [18]. The complexity
model counts the number of full adders needed to realize a
word-level adder. In this paper, we use the sign transforma-
tion technique of [21] to eliminate half adders in subtract op-
erations. Half adders used for the last bit of word-level adders
are counted as full adders. The number of full adders, denoted
as , needed to realize an adder in the multiplier block is es-
timated to be:

for
for

(3)
where is the fundamental to be realized, and is the word
length of the input to the multiplier block. The total number of
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Fig. 4. Different ways to implement coefficient set {3, 13}.

full adders needed to implement the MCM block, denoted as
, is , where is the number

of word-level adders.

C. Optimization of Shift-Add Network Configuration for
Reduction of Hardware Complexity
For a given fundamental set and a corresponding additional

fundamental set, several different DAGs with different FA costs
can be constructed to represent theMCMblock. In the following
example we show that the shift-add network configuration of the
DAG can be optimized to reduce the FA cost. Supposing that
an 8-bit input is multiplied by a coefficient set {3, 13} using
a shift-add network, there are 4 different options to realize the
MCM block as shown in Fig. 4. The FA costs for DAGs of (a),
(b), (c), and (d) are 17, 16, 19, and 18, respectively. Different
shift-add network configurations result in different FA costs. In
[21], a greedy algorithm was proposed to optimize the shift-add
network of the DAG to reduce the number of full adders. It
could be stated as follows: during the construction of the DAG,
each time only the fundamental (no matter if it is a given or
additional fundamental) which requires the fewest number of
full adders according to (3) is realized. This algorithm is referred
to as reduced full adder (RFA) algorithm in this paper.

III. SIGNAL PROPAGATION PATH BASED CRITICAL PATH
OPTIMIZATION

While the area complexity is estimated at bit-level, the CPD
in our paper is estimated based on the signal propagation path,
because in a 1-bit full adder, the delays for different paths may
be different. For this reason, a fine-grained signal propagation
path based delay model is proposed for the analysis of critical
path of MCM blocks. Thereafter, a shift-add network configu-
ration optimization scheme is developed for reducing CPD as
well as hardware complexity.

A. Signal Propagation Path Based Critical Path Analysis
In the bit-level delay model proposed in [25], the computation

time of the sum and carry-out of a full adder is assumed to be
the same. However, a closer look at the full adder reveals that
this is not the true case in real digital circuits. Let us take the
full adder in Fig. 5(a) as an example. From the implementation
perspective of a full adder, the input signals from and to
the outputs and travel through different paths. This results
different intrinsic delays for different signal paths. Furthermore,
the loads driven by the outputs of a full adder impact the delays
as well. Thus, instead of assuming the computation time of the

Fig. 5. (a) Full adder. (b) Two consecutive additions.

TABLE I
PROPAGATION DELAY ACROSS DIFFERENT PATHS IN FULL/HALF ADDERS

(the smallest signal path delay) is used to normalize
all the delays.

sum and carry out to be the same, we treat the delays of different
signal paths in a full/half adder individually.
In order to have a realistic estimation, the two consecutive

adder structure shown in Fig. 5(b) is used to estimate the delays
of different signal paths of full/half adders. This consecutive ad-
dition is a typical operation in a MCM block. The adder struc-
ture in Fig. 5(b) is synthesized using Synopsys Design Com-
piler with STM 65-nm CMOS technology. Place and route is
performed using Cadence SOC Encounter. The full/half adder
used in this work is the speed-optimized full/half adder from the
standard cell library. The delay information of different signal
paths of full adder and half adder is obtained from post layout
simulation. The results are presented in Table I, where the nor-
malization factor corresponds to 0.041 ns. As we can see from
Table I, for a full adder, the propagation delay from two inputs
to sum, denoted as , is almost equal to the delay from
two inputs to carry-out, . The delay from two inputs
to sum is almost two times as large as , which is the
delay from carry-in to carry-out.
Based on the input-output path delay information in Table I,

the propagation delay of each path in the MCM block is es-
timated by adding all the delay components along the signal
path. We illustrate the proposed delay model in Fig. 6, which
shows the addition of three 4-bit numbers , , and . Ripple
carry adder (RCA) is used in most of the works for the imple-
mentation of MCM blocks due to their regular implementation
pattern. Thus, it is also considered to implement MCM blocks
through out this work. (However, the idea of signal propaga-
tion path based critical path analysis studied in this work can be
applied to other adder structures) Six bits are needed to repre-
sent the result of this addition and sign extensions are necessary
to get the correct result. Suppose all the bits of , , and are
available at time 0. In the worst case, the computation time for
bit , which can be computed by adding all the delay compo-
nents along the signal path marked by the dashed line, is:
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Fig. 6. Critical path of two consecutive additions.

(4)

where is the delay from inputs or to of
the first half adder, HA1. The term is the delay
of the three consecutive full adders, FA1, FA2, and FA3. There
are two terms of , one is the delay from to and
the other is the delay from to . The last term
is the computation time of FA7.
To estimate the critical path, the delay of each bit of the sum

of a word-level adder is computed in an incremental manner.
For the level one adder in Fig. 6, the delays of bits , , ,
, and can be computed as:

Once the delays of the sum bits of level one adder are avail-
able, the delays of the sum bits of the level two adder can be
computed in the same way. The CPD of the addition in Fig. 6
can thus be found to be:

(5)

To illustrate the precision and validity of the proposed delay
model, some experimental results are shown in Table II. A pa-
rameterized configuration vector is used to
represent the configurations of multi-operand shift-adder struc-
tures, where is the number of operands to be added, for

denotes the number of bit positions by which the -th
operand is shifted to the left, and is the bit-width of operands.
Taking the adder structure in Fig. 7 as an example, which shows
the addition of three numbers of 8-bit width. The second number
is shifted by one bit position to the left and the third is shifted
by two bit positions to the left. Thus, the configuration vector in
this case is (3, 1, 2, 8).

TABLE II
DELAY ESTIMATION OF DIFFERENT MODELS

is the delay estimation obtained from post layout simulation.
and , are respectively, the delay estimations obtained by the number of
CFAs and proposed signal path based delay model. The scaling factor for both

and is 0.041. ,

Fig. 7. Addition of three binary numbers.

Listed in Table II are the estimated propagation delays ob-
tained using different models. It can be found that the adder
depth does not contain useful information of propagation delay,
and our proposed delay model provides more precise estimate
of propagation delay than the estimation in terms of the number
of cascaded full adders (CFAs).

B. Optimization of Shift-Add Network Configuration for
Reduction of CPD
For a given fundamental set and a corresponding additional

fundamental set, different configurations of the shift-add net-
work result in not only different hardware complexity as shown
in Section II-C, but also different CPD. Let us take the same
four different implementations of the multiplication of a 8-bit
input with the coefficient set {3, 13} in Fig. 4 as an example.
Using the delay information in Table I, the CPD for scenarios
(a), (b), (c), and (d) are estimated to be 13.2 u.t., 12.2 u.t., 11.2
u.t., and 10.3 u.t., respectively. This implies that the configu-
ration of a shift-add network could be optimized to reduce the
CPD. The following shift-add network configuration optimiza-
tion algorithm, named greedy reduced critical path delay config-
uration (GRCPDC) algorithm, is proposed to optimize the con-
figuration of the shift-add network for reducing the CPD.
1) During the construction of the DAG, each time only one

fundamental (no matter if it is a given or additional fun-
damental) which results in the lowest CPD among all the
fundamentals that can be obtained from the previously re-
alized fundamentals is realized. If there are more than one
fundamentals that result in the same lowest CPD, the fun-
damental with the smallest value is selected.

2) Repeat step 1 until all fundamentals have been realized.

C. Optimization of Shift-Add Network Configuration for
Reduction of CPD and Hardware Complexity
The idea presented in Section III-B is similar to the algo-

rithm that we proposed in [25]. In [25] it was shown that sig-
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nificant CPD saving can be achieved at the price of increasing
the total number of full adders, the . In this section,
a dual-objective configuration optimization (DOCO) algorithm
is proposed to optimize both CPD and of the MCM
block for a given fundamental set with a corresponding addi-
tional fundamental set. The proposed DOCO algorithm is a hy-
brid algorithm based on three basic greedy optimization tech-
niques: GRCPDC, RFA and the optimal part of RAG- , re-
ferred to as ORAG- . Here, GRCPDC generates MCM blocks
with lowest CPD and higher while RFA and ORAG-
focus on reducing and the number of adders, respec-
tively. The key idea of DOCO is to reduce the of GR-
CPDCwithout increasing CPD by introducing solutions of RFA
and ORAG- . Let be the given fundamental set and be the
corresponding additional fundamental set, and let .
Problem Definition: For a given and a corresponding
, find a configuration of shift-add network to implement the

MCM block with minimum CPD and .
In this paper, minimization of CPD is the primary objective

and minimization of is considered an objective with
lower priority. In this multiple-objective optimization, the two
objectives CPD and are linearly combined with a
shifting factor to generate the cost function (CF) as:

(6)

Here, “ ” means left shift. is a shifting factor and
. CPD is shifted digit positions to the

left such that CPD does not affect the least significant digits
of and the least significant digits of represent exactly
the value of . This ensures that CPD is optimized prior
to .
The DOCO algorithm is described as follows:
1) Apply GRCPDC, RFA, and ORAG- on and get three

different shift-add networks. For each shift-add network,
record the shift-add configuration of each coefficient of .

2) Merge the configuration recordings of the three shift-add
networks. If there are identical configurations for the same
coefficient, keep one and remove the others. Compute the
number of full adders needed for each configuration.

3) Solve the combination problem of choosing one configura-
tion for each coefficient of from the merged configura-
tion set. If the combination number is less than , go
to step 4. Otherwise, go to step 5. The size of the combi-
nation problem increase exponentially with the number of
coefficients. Thus, the algorithm uses as a threshold
to determine either optimal (step 4) or heuristic (step 5–7)
method to be used in the following steps. The default value
of in our design is 25 000.

4) Traverse through all the combinations and test to find if for
every combination there exists a feasible solution. If yes,
compute the of this solution. Choose the combination
with the smallest and terminate the optimization.

5) Use the shift-add network generated by GRCPDC as a base
solution and compute its . For each coefficient, remove
the configurations in the merged configuration set that need
more number of full adders than the corresponding config-
uration in the base solution.

6) For each fundamental, select one configuration from the
merged configuration set to replace the configuration in the
base solution and generate a new solution. Test the new

TABLE III
RESULTS OF DIFFERENT ALGORITHMS

Fig. 8. Procedure of a typical GA.

solution: if the new solution is a feasible one and its
is smaller than the base solution, update the base solution
with the new solution and delete the configuration in the
merged configuration set; otherwise, keep the original base
solution.

7) Repeat step 6 until no configuration left in the merged con-
figuration set.

In DOCO, two different optimization strategies are used ac-
cording to the size of the combination problem. In step 4, when
the combnation problem size is less than , exhaustive
search is used to test all potential solutions to get an optimal
solution while steps 5–7 start with a base solution of GRCPDC
and improve it gradually with greedy replacement. is
used as a threshold to determine which strategy to use. In the
rest of the paper, we use DOCO to represent the value
of the shift-add network of after DOCO optimization.
We use the implementation of a coefficient set

from [21] as an example to illustrate the advantage
of DOCO. Table III lists the results of different optimization
methods for the coefficient set. We first use RAG- to find the
additional fundamentals and then optimize the shift-add
network configuration using RFA, GRCPDC, and DOCO
separately. As shown in Table III, RFA reduce the at
the expense of increased CPD while GRCPDC reduce the CPD
by sacrificing . The last column of Table III shows
that the of GRCPDC is further optimized by
DOCO without increasing the CPD.

IV. SEARCHING FOR ADDITIONAL FUNDAMENTALS USING
GA-BASED APPROACH

Last section has shown that the proposed DOCO algorithm
optimizes the shift-add network configuration when the addi-
tional fundamentals are already known (corresponding to the
second step of the design path shown in Fig. 3). In this sec-
tion, a GA-based technique is proposed to find the optimum
additional fundamentals (corresponding to the first step of the
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TABLE IV
FILTER SPECIFICATIONS

TABLE V
ESTIMATED CPD (u.t.)

design path shown in Fig. 3) that will achieve better CPD and
hardware complexity. GA was first introduced by John Holland
in the 1970s [26], which constitutes a class of adaptive heuristic
searches mimicking the process of natural evolution. In the past
several decades, GA has been widely studied and applied in
highly non-linear optimization problems. The procedure of a
typical GA is shown in Fig. 8. It can be described in the fol-
lowing steps.
1) Initialize the potential solutions and encode them as chro-

mosomes. Compute the fitness of each chromosome.
2) Apply three genetic operations (selection, crossover and

mutation) to the chromosomes and re-compute the fitness
of each chromosome.

3) Check if the termination criteria is reached. If not, repeat
step 2; otherwise, terminate the algorithm.

This proposed GA-based algorithm could be applied on any
MCM problem to derive an area-time efficient implementation.
Since the delays of different signal propagation path of full/half
adders are used in the design process, the technology to which
the MCM block is going to be mapped need to be determined
prior to the design process of the MCM block.

A. Encoding and Initial Population
In our problem, chromosomes are encoded to be a string of

binary digits, representing the potential additional fundamen-
tals of the given fundamental set. The length of chromosome is
set to be initially and increases adaptively.
Here, is the initial number of potential additional fundamen-
tals which is set by users and is the maximum value of
the coefficient set. The algorithm increases the value of adap-
tively if the initial value is not large enough to find a feasible so-
lution. Our design experiments show that is sufficiently
large for coefficient sets consisting of up to 80 distinct positive
odd integers.
In the search process of GA, initial population (chromo-

somes) plays an important role. In the proposed GA, initial
population are the binary representation of randomly gener-
ated additional fundamentals which satisfy the following four
conditions.

TABLE VI
ESTIMATED FA COST

TABLE VII
REDUCTION (%) OF THE PRODUCT OF CPD AND

1) Number of additional fundamentals .
2) No repeated values in one chromosome.
3) Not equal to any given fundamentals.
4) Initial additional fundamentals are generated ac-

cording to the probability mass function
where is the potential additional

fundamental, which is a positive odd integer less than
.

In the last condition, the probabilities of odd integers to be
chosen as additional fundamentals are inversely proportional
to their values because smaller additional fundamentals pos-
sess smaller word length (which is good for smaller CPD and

) and have a higher chance to be reused [12].

B. Fitness Function

With given fundamental set and additional fundamental set
, is the union set of and . The value of
is defined to be:

if is realizable
otherwise (7)

Given that a chromosome consists of potential additional fun-
damentals, there exist different combinations of ad-
ditional set. For example, for 3 potential additional fundamen-
tals , , and , there exist different combinations
of additional fundamental sets; they are , , , , ,

, , and . Thus, there are corre-
sponding s. The penalty constant in (7) is set to be larger
than the maximum of all possible s. The objective value of
the chromosome is defined as:

(8)

After the objective values of all chromosomes are computed,
linear ranking based fitness assignment [27] is used to determine
the fitness of each chromosome.
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Fig. 9. Normalized ADP results. For each benchmark filter, the algorithms
from left to right are: C1, MBPG, NRSCSE, MINAS, RAG- , RFA, Hcub,
Hcubdc, and the proposed GA-based technique, respectively.

Fig. 10. Normalized PDP results. For each benchmark filter, the algorithms
from left to right are: C1, MBPG, NRSCSE, MINAS, RAG- , RFA, Hcub,
Hcubdc, and the proposed GA-based technique, respectively.

C. Genetic Operations
During the evolution process, three basic genetic operations

(selection, crossover and mutation) are applied to the chromo-
somes iteratively to generate offsprings. In the proposed GA,
mating is exhaustive, i.e., every chromosome in a generation en-
ters the crossover process. Multi-point crossover with crossover
points in the middle of binary representations of additional fun-
damentals is applied in the proposedGA-based technique. Anal-
ogous to biological evolution processes, mutation operations in-
crease the diversity of the population by introducing new ge-
netic material to the gene pool. In our proposed GA, a fixed rate
mutation is used.

V. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
In this section, numerical results are presented to demon-

strate the effectiveness of the proposed GA-based technique for
reducing the CPD as well as hardware complexity of MCM
blocks. The efficiency of our proposed approach is compared
with several CSE algorithms [3], [24] and GD-based algorithms
[1], [12], [19], [21], [22] in terms of area, time complexity, and
power consumption. We have taken only positive odd integers
as coefficients since even values can be realized by shifting an
odd integer to the left and multiplying by negative coefficients
can be subtracted instead of being added. An input word-length
of 8-bit is assumed for all the design examples.
In this experiment, eight commonly referenced benchmark

FIR filter coefficient sets are tested. The specifications of all
these benchmark filters are listed in Table IV, where denotes
the word-length of the filter coefficients, and # Taps is the

TABLE VIII
AVERAGE SAVING OVER ALL BENCHMARKS

CPD: critical path delay ADP: area delay product PDP: power delay product

TABLE IX
AVERAGE SAVING OF SELF-REALIZABLE AND SELF-UNREALIZABLE SETS

CPD: critical path delay ADP: area delay product PDP: power delay product

number of filter taps. The information regarding types of filters
is given in the Type column, where LP and HP, respectively,
denote low-pass and high-pass filters. The last two columns
list the passband edge and the stopband edge of the
benchmark filters.
Table V and Table VI show respectively the estimated CPD

and of the proposed GA-based technique and other
competing methods. and CPD are estimated using
the methods discussed in Section II-C and Section III-A,
respectively. In general, the proposed GA-based technique
performs well in terms of both CPD and . From
Table V, it can be found that the proposed GA-based technique
outperforms other methods in terms of CPD for all benchmarks.
The average improvements of CPD over C1 [22], MBPG [24],
NRSCSE [3], MINAS [19] (with an adder depth constraint),
RAG- [12], RFA [21], Hcub [1], and Hcubdc [1] (Hcub with
an adder depth constraint) are 17.8%, 14.2%, 11.9%, 11.9%,
25.4%, 44.6%, 23.0%, and 10.6%, respectively. The proposed
GA-based technique achieves the minimum for
benchmarks A and C. However, in some cases, the proposed
GA-based technique may consumes slightly more number of
full adders than other methods in order to lower the CPD.
The average saving of over C1, MBPG, NRSCSE,
MINAS, Hcub, and Hcubdc are 2.9%, 32.8%, 16.1%, 1.6%,
1.3%, and 7.2%, respectively, and is 0.7% and 7.2% worse than
RAG- and RFA, respectively. The comparison result of the
product of CPD and , which reflects the area-delay
performance, is presented in Table VII. Due to the significant
reduction of CPD, the average reduction of the product of CPD
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TABLE X
DETAIL EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS BASED ON POST LAYOUT SIMULATION USING 65-nm TECHNOLOGY

CPD: critical path delay. ADP: area delay product. PDP: power delay product.

and over C1, MBPG, NRSCSE, MINAS, RAG- ,
RFA, Hcub, and Hcubdc are 21.1%, 50.8%, 28.8%, 13.3%,
25.1%, 35.2%, 24.5%, and 17.6%, respectively.
Beside the estimations, all the designs are further imple-

mented in verilog HDL and synthesized using the Synopsys

Design Compiler with the STM 65-nm CMOS library. Place
and route is performed using Cadence SOC encounter. The de-
tail information of CPD, area, power consumption, area-delay
product (ADP), power delay product (PDP), along with the
savings of CPD, area, power consumption, ADP, and PDP are
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presented in Table X in Appendix. All the results are obtained
from post layout simulation. Power consumptions are estimated
at a frequency of 50 MHz. The proposed GA is found to provide
minimum CPD for all benchmarks, which is in conformity with
the estimated CPD listed in Table V. The proposed GA-based
technique incorporated with the DOCO optimization performs
much better than all the other methods for most of the bench-
marks in terms of CPD, area and power consumption. This is
due to the fact that both hardware complexity and CPD are op-
timized in the proposed GA-based technique. We can observe
from Figs. 9 and 10 that our proposed GA-based technique
outperforms all other methods in terms of both ADP and PDP
for almost all the benchmarks.
In Table VIII, the average savings of CPD, area, power con-

sumption, ADP, and PDP of the proposed GA-based technique
for different benchmarks over the other methods are listed. Our
proposed algorithm performs much better in CPD, ADP and
PDP than all the other methods. The average improvements
of CPD for different benchmarks over C1, MBPG, NRSCSE,
MINAS, RAG- , RFA, Hcub, and Hcubdc are 22.6%, 35.0%,
33.9%, 25.9%, 33.6%, 48.3%, 33.9%, and 29.5%, respectively.
The solutions generated by the proposed GA-based technique
have significant reduction of area and power consumption over
solutions of MBPG, NRSCSE, while they consume a little bit
more area and power than solutions of C1 and MINAS. How-
ever, due to the significant amount of CPD reduction, solu-
tions generated by the proposed GA enjoy substantial reduction
in both ADP and PDP. The average ADP reduction over C1,
MBPG, NRSCSE, MINAS, RAG- , RFA, Hcub, and Hcubdc
are 21.1%, 73.2%, 51.9%, 22.5%, 30.8%, 38.4%, 33.2%, and
35.0% respectively and the average PDP reduction is 20.0%,
62.6%, 49.1%, 25.2%, 39.8%, 54.6%, 40.5%, and 36.5% re-
spectively.
In MCM problems, the given fundamental set that need to

be implemented can be classified into two categories. One is
the fundamentals sets that can be realized using shift-add op-
eration without additional fundamentals, i.e., the given funda-
mental sets can be realized with the optimal part of RAG- ,
while the other is the fundamental sets that can not be realized
using shift-add operations without additional fundamentals. We
refer to the former as self-realizable sets and the later as self-un-
realizable sets. In Table IX, sets A-D are self-unrealizable and
sets E-H are self-realizable. Table IX shows the comparison re-
sults of self-realizable sets and self-unrealizable sets. Generally,
the proposed GA-based technique performs better for self-un-
realizable sets. This is because for self-unrealizable sets, it is
necessary for all MCM algorithms to find valid additional fun-
damentals. For the proposed GA-based technique, both CPD
and have been taken into consideration during the
searching process of additional fundamentals, and the evolution
property of GA leads to a better set of additional fundamentals.
Nevertheless, for self-realizable sets, the other GD-based algo-
rithms just use the optimal part of RAG- to realize the set while
the proposed GA still try to search for additional fundamentals
that can lower the critical path, which leads to more area and
power consumption.

VI. CONCLUSION
In this paper, the critical path of MCM blocks are analyzed

based on the signal path and a fine-grained delay model for

CPD estimation is proposed. Based on precise estimate of crit-
ical path, we have proposed an algorithm named DOCO to op-
timize the shift-add network configuration of MCM blocks for
the reduction of CPD and hardware complexity subject to an
additional fundamental set. In order to find the optimum addi-
tional fundamentals for a given fundamental set, a GA-based
search method is proposed. The DOCO algorithm is adopted in
the proposed GA-based technique to optimize the shift-add net-
work configurations. Experimental results show that solutions
generated by the proposed GA-based technique outperforms ex-
isting algorithms in terms of CPD, area, power consumption,
ADP and PDP. The CPD, area, power, ADP, and PDP are re-
duced by 32.8%, 4.2%, 5.8%, 38.3%, and 41.0%, respectively,
in average over the existing algorithms.

APPENDIX

The detail experimental results for all the design examples
are presented in Table X.
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